Abstract: Hybrid control laws often naturally arise in stabilization problems with constrained control. These control laws are sometimes not smooth which can lead to difficulties in stability proofs. In this paper we show that for a certain class of hybrid systems the stability properties follow from the stability properties of an appropriate linearization. As an application we show that surge in a simple compressor model can be eliminated by a positive, hybrid feedback law.
INTRODUCTION
In some control problems one is faced with finding stabilizing control laws that have to satisfy constraints. One type of constraint is boundedness of the control law, see e.g. (Teel, 1992) . Another type is positive (or negative) control where the control law should only take positive (negative) values, see e.g. (Saperstone, 1973) for a related controllability result. In this paper we will briefly discuss an example of positive control, found in the study of surge control for compressors, see (Willems et al., 1999) .
In stabilization problems subject to constrained control it is natural to first disregard the constraint and find an unconstrained stabilizing control law. Then a constrained control law is easily found by using the stabilizing control law of the first step as long as the constraint is satisfied and putting the control equal to one of its extreme values (for example equal to zero in the case of positive control) when one of the constraints is violated. Obviously it remains to be shown that this new control law is stabilizing which might be hard or even impossible.
This approach to stabilization with constrained control often leads to hybrid control laws because it is possible to distinguish different control modes in the resulting controller. For more on hybrid systems we refer to (Johansson and A. Rantzer, 1998) or (Branicky, 1998) , while (Agrachev and Liberzon, 1999) considers the closely related switched systems. One of the problems in hybrid control is that the control laws result in nonsmooth controlled systems for which it may be very difficult to prove stability properties. As one of the simplest possible illustrations, consider a piecewise linear system with only two modes:
is not differentiable and therefore the classical Linearization Theorem cannot be invoked.
In Section c we review homogeneous systems and prove a Lemma needed in the sequel. Our main result is stated and proved in Section e . We illustrate it in 
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we review homogeneous systems (and in particular a Converse Lyapunov Theorem for homogeneous systems proved in (Rosier, 1992) ) and provide a simple technical Lemma to be used later. These two results are the only tools we need for the proof of our main result in the next section.
We start by introducing homogeneous systems, see e.g. (Hahn, 1967) or (Rosier, 1992) . To that end consider the following system:
where
and S E ¤ G is continuous on
is called homogeneous of order
if the following equality is satisfied:
Examples
An ordinary linear system
is homogeneous of order zero.
The scalar system
is homogeneous of order two.
Since by assumption the vector field of system
, it is homogeneous of order zero.
Next we recall that a continuous function
is called homogeneous of order q ! if the following equality is satisfied:
is homogeneous of order q and of class
are also homogeneous. Remark 2. Notice that asymptotic stability, which is a local property, gives rise to a radially unbounded Lyapunov function with negative definite derivative. In turn this implies that the system is globally asymptotically stable which might seem a little surprising. However this equivalence of local and global asymptotic stability is typical for homogeneous systems.
Remark 3. We point out that for asymptotically stable homogeneous systems there always exists a homogeneous Lyapunov function of any desired degree of smoothness ({ can be chosen arbitrarily large) although the vector field of the system only needs to be continuous.
Finally we state and prove a technical result needed in the proof of our main result in the next section. such that the following holds:
Proof Define the following numbers:
These four numbers exist since . This concludes the proof.
MAIN RESULT
In this section we state and prove our main result.
First we discuss two basic properties of system
this implies in particular that the vector fields of both system
(since they are of class W on this set) but also on ) (simply choose as local Lipschitz constants for both systems the maximum of the local Lipschitz constants on and ). Consequently, existence and uniqueness of solutions of both system
is homogeneous of order zero (see also the third example in the previous section).
Next we have our main result.
Theorem 5. If system
is also asymptotically stable.
Proof
Since by assumption system around this equilibrium point is given by:
for suitable ¹ º and . We have thus shown that a particular continuous but non-differentiable feedback which is positive and which stabilizes the linearized compressor model, also locally stabilizes the original nonlinear compressor model.
CONCLUSIONS
We have considered certain classes of nonlinear hybrid systems. Associated to every system in this class is an appropriately defined linearization. If both the linearization and the original nonlinear system are continuous then asymptotic stability of the nonlinear system follows from asymptotic stability of the linearized system. We stress that showing asymptotic stability of the linearization may be a very difficult problem and we have not considered it in this paper. Our main result is useful in those cases where it has been shown a priori that the linearized hybrid system is asymptotically stable. It can be interpreted as a generalization of the classical Linearization Theorem for differentiable systems and serves as a tool in the design of stabilizing hybrid control laws for nonlinear systems. We have applied our result to establish that a positive stabilizing feedback controller which was known to be stabilizing for an appropriate linearization of a compressor model, also stabilizes the original nonlinear compressor model and therefore eliminates surge for this model. Finally we point out that our result can be extended to hybrid systems with multiple modes. This will be shown in an upcoming paper.
